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A New Look at Love, 
Karma and Relationships
The quest for love—and for that perfect partner—

is really a quest for wholeness. With warmth and
wisdom, Soul Mates and Twin Flames helps men and
women explore the spiritual dimension of relation-
ships and find new keys to wholeness and true love.

You’ll learn about soul mates, twin flames and
karmic partners. You’ll come to understand why you
attract certain loves into your life. And why even the
most difficult relationship can be a springboard into
that perfect love you’ve been searching for.

“After thirty-five years as a relationship counselor, 
I find Soul Mates and Twin Flames to be extremely

powerful in revealing the inner mysteries of the soul and
the true essence of love through its insightful analysis 

of real-life experiences and classical love stories.”

—MARILYN C. BARRICK, Ph.D., 
clinical psychologist and author of Sacred Psychology of Love
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I am my beloved’s, 

and my beloved is mine.

SONG OF SOLOMON 6:3

I will rise now, and go about the 

city in the streets, and in the broad ways 

I will seek him whom my soul loveth:

I sought him, but I found him not. 

The watchmen that go about 

the city found me: to whom I said, 

Saw ye him whom my soul loveth?

It was but a little that I passed from

them, but I found him whom my 

soul loveth: I held him, and 

would not let him go.

SONG OF SOLOMON 3:2–4

vii



The Quest 
for Wholeness

Each one of us has a twin soul, or twin

flame, who was created with us in the begin-

ning. God created you and your twin flame

out of a single “white fire body.” He sepa-

rated this white fire ovoid into two spheres

of being—one with a masculine polarity and

the other with a feminine polarity, but each

with the same spiritual origin and unique pat-

tern of identity.

Aeons ago, you and your twin flame

stood before the Father-Mother God and vol-

unteered to descend into the planes of matter

to bring God’s love to earth. The original
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plan was that you would go through a series

of incarnations in both masculine and femi-

nine embodiments, as each half of the Divine

Whole learned to be the instrument of the

Father-Mother God.

Our early life on earth was blissful, and we

would each have continued to share the beauty

of the relationship of cosmic lovers with our

twin flame throughout our many incarnations,

if we had remained in harmony with each

other and with God. But we fell from the state

of perfection by misusing God’s light. This is

the true meaning of the Garden of Eden story.

Had we retained the harmony of the One,

the rapture of our love would have remained

throughout our lifetimes on earth. But when

harmony was lost—through fear, mistrust, or

a sense of separation from our Source—we 

became the victims of our negative karma.

Separated vibrationally, no longer preferring
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one another, we were bound by entangling

alliances and mutual neglect until our souls

cried out for the living God. . . and each other.

Each incarnation apart from our twin

flame was spent either creating negative

karma or balancing some of the karma that

stood in the way of our reunion. At times we

assumed various relationships with our twin

flame—husband/wife, mother /son, father/

daughter, and sister/brother—in order to un-

wind the negative strands of energy we had

woven into our subconscious through our

misuse of free will.

Now is the time, at the end of this cycle

of history and moving into the Aquarian age,

that people of light who are on a spiritual

path need to learn to contact their twin flames.

This search is prompted by our Higher Selves,

but inadequately understood at the physical

level. Often, when people learn that they share
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a unique mission with their twin flame, they

begin to search physically for that one special

soul instead of seeking their wholeness within.

This is always a detour on the path to soul lib-

eration. It is our relationship to God and our

Higher Self that holds the key to finding and

becoming one with our twin flame.

soul mates and twin flames

The Taj Mahal, built by the Mogul Emperor 
Shah Jahan as a tomb for his beloved wife, is 

a tribute to the majesty of divine love. It stands 
as a shrine to the eternal love of twin flames.
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Alchemical 
Marriage

Cosmic law requires that we first define our

own identity in God before we can com-

pletely unlock the joint spiritual potential of

our twin flames. For until twin flames achieve

a certain level of mastery and oneness with

their own Real Selves, they are often unable

to cope with the weight of their negative

karma as it is amplified by the presence of

their twin flame. The same unique factor that

gives twin flames their great spiritual power—

their identical blueprint of identity—can like-

wise cause the amplification of their negative

patterns.

Ultimately each and every one of us must

learn to change the negative patterns, the

base metal of the human ego, into the gold

of our divine or Real Self. This is called the
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alchemical marriage—the marriage of our

soul, the feminine aspect of our being, to the

‘Lamb’ who is the real and enduring spiritual

self, the masculine aspect. The love of this

beloved Christ Self, i.e., that part of us who

maintains constant contact with the Source

—the I AM Presence—is an incomparable

love. This is the Beloved for whom the saints

of East and West have given their all.

By daily accelerating consciousness

through their communion with God, the

saints gradually transcended the human ego.

Eventually their souls merged with their real

spiritual self as they ascended back to the

heart of God. “For this corruptible must put

on incorruption, and this mortal must put on

immortality.” (I Cor. 15:53)

b
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Creation 
of Twin Flames

(Fig. 1–2) Representing the masculine and feminine

polarity of God’s wholeness ,T’ai chi rotates and divides 

into two identical spheres—twin flames of the One.

A drop from the ocean of God’s being, each sphere, or

Divine Monad, consists of the I AM Presence surrounded 

by the spheres (rings of color, of light) which make up 

the Causal Body. In this way, the Father-Mother God

created us in their own image—male and female.
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(Fig. 3–4) Each I AM Presence then sends forth a ray—

a soul. Each soul focuses the opposite polarity—one,

masculine; the other, feminine. Between the soul evolving

on earth and the I AM Presence stands the Christ

Self—our personal mediator between Spirit and Matter.

We may rise to become one with our Christ Self by

exercising free will and achieving mastery on earth.

This is the ‘alchemical’ marriage that must precede the

eternal marriage of twin flames.
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(Fig. 5–6) Adam and Eve symbolize the testing required

by God of all twin flames. Although each of us came

forth from Spirit to fulfill our mission to take dominion

over the earth, we have fallen from the state of per-

fection (Eden) through our own disobedience and

rebellion against cosmic law. As a result, we have had

to endure the suffering of being separated from our

twin flames for many incarnations as we endeavor to

balance our karma.
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(Fig. 7) As soon as twin flames misqualified the energy

of God, they began to create negative karma—coils 

of energy that form layers of negativity and density in

their auras separating them from their own I AM

Presence and their twin flame.
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(Fig. 8) Through the daily use of the violet transmuting

flame, this misqualified energy—such as resentment,

irritation, anxiety, frustration—can be stripped of its

negativity, purified, and returned to the seven rings of

the Causal Body in the plane of Spirit as our “trea-

sures stored in heaven.”
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(Fig. 9–10) We can unite with our twin flame at inner

levels, amplifying the threefold flame of God within our

hearts, and using the dynamic polarity of our love to

fulfill our mission. Our ultimate union occurs when we

have become one with our I AM Presence and reunited

in the plane of Spirit as immortal, God-free beings.
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Inner Contact of 
Twin Flames

Your twin flame may have already won

soul liberation and reunited with God—or he

may still be struggling to find the way. Where

your twin flame is—what his or her state of

consciousness is—can greatly influence your

own ability to find wholeness. Because both

of you share the same blueprint of identity—

like the design of a snowflake, unique in all

of cosmos—whatever energy you send forth

is imprinted or stamped with that specific

pattern. According to the law that like at-

tracts like, all energy you release cycles to

your twin flame—either hindering or helping

him on the path to wholeness.

When you send forth love or hope, these

qualities will uplift your twin flame. But if

you are burdened with frustration or hatred,
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your twin flame will likewise feel the weight

of these inharmonious feelings. Sometimes

the inexplicable joys or depressions you feel

are the moods of your other half registering

on your own consciousness.

You can accelerate your spiritual prog-

ress if, in your prayer, meditation, or dynamic

decrees,* you call to your I AM Presence for

the inner heart contact with your twin flame.

You can make the following invocation:
In the name of the Christ I call to the

blessed I AM Presence of our twin flames

for the sealing of our hearts as one for the

victory of our mission to humanity. I in-

voke the light of the Holy Spirit for the

consuming of all negative karma limiting

the full expression of our divine identity

and the fulfillment of our divine plan.
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In saying this, even if you live in sepa-

rate spheres, you can unite spiritually on

higher planes and direct light into your own

world and the world of your twin flame for

the balancing of mutual karma. This inner

contact magnifies the light and attainment

you each have and releases the awesome

power of the polarity of your love, enabling

you to stand strong against the conflicts that

inevitably come to the door of all who would

defend love.

Inspired by the grandeur of love, artists,

writers, and composers throughout the ages

have expressed both love’s exalted heights

and tragic depths. In many of their master-

pieces, we can sense an inner understanding

of twin flames, their love for one another,

and their encounters with karma and cosmic

law.

Many famous operas can be interpreted
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from this perspective. Even though some of

the arias and duets give us a glimpse of the

majestic love of twin flames, the plots often

end in sorrow, tragedy, or death because one

or both of the lovers fail a test of personal

mastery—having not yet sealed their own in-

dividual path in God. These dramatic stories

teach us of the pitfalls to be encountered in

achieving the highest love and help us un-

derstand what not to do.

Madame 
Butterfly

Puccini’s Madame Butterfly tells the story of

the American Lieutenant Pinkerton and his

contract marriage to Butterfly, a trusting

fifteen-year-old Japanese girl. These two

souls symbolize twin flames. Their Eastern

and Western cultures represent both the
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masculine and feminine polarities of twin

flames and the gulf that separates souls who

have not yet balanced their karma and must

endure the pain of separation as a result.

Pinkerton, a man hardened by the world,

has lost the sense of the purity of true love.

Although he is attracted by the beauty and

charm of Butterfly, he deliberately plans to

desert her for an American wife. In their brief

time together, Pinkerton and his Japanese

bride share intense moments of love—their

souls uniting as one flame commemorating

their original wholeness in God. And the

fruit of this union is the conception of a child

—a symbol of their great love.

But the Lieutenant does not realize she is

carrying his child and is blinded by his own

ambition, his cultural arrogance and selfish

desires. He goes home to America, leaving

Butterfly to trust in his eventual return. She
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waits patiently and hopefully, watching for

his ship every day.

Pinkerton does return, several years later

—with an American wife. In her grief at this

desertion by her twin flame, Butterfly takes

her life.

Lohengrin

Wagner’s opera Lohengrin illustrates the

relationship of twin flames when the one

who has ascended into Spirit endeavors to

assist his beloved—still undergoing the tests

and initiations on earth.

Elsa is falsely accused of murdering her

brother, but she has absolute faith in the

arrival of a knight in shining armor to save

her. Lohengrin, Elsa’s ascended twin flame,

answers her inner call and descends from

higher planes to rescue her. He glides across
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